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About This Game

Poly World is a rhythm based game which combines amazing levels of different difficulty and carefully selected soundtracks.
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Each level features an improvised sightseeing tour around a country along to the national melody. Listen to the beat and hit the
buttons to turn and avoid obstacles on your way.

Test your reflexes and rhythm skills! Guide the cube through every location.

Features:

Unique background melody for each level

19 original levels with incredible landscapes

Checkpoints along the way

No lives! Try as much as you want!
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Challenge yourself and try to make your way till the end in this tricky music game.
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C'mon its HoMM for 15 bucks. Lets face it, if you give any of these "game" corporations full or even half price within the first
year or two of release, they will let you down again. They do not care about the game or you. They only care about themselves
and their bonuses this quarter. It can be difficult to delay the perceived instant gratification that a quality game can bring to us
gamers, I get it, but I have found waiting to be way easier on my psytche than dealing with the drawn out stressful hassle that the
industry now abides. My level of serenity is inversely proportionate to my level of expectations. peace out hooahs. I really like
this for atmosphere but one thing is missing. A Metal station. This is Germany after all, the capital of Power Metal. Give me a
Metal station for next DLC :).. Rusty Lake: Roots is a really fun an challenging puzzle game with a very interesting story behind
it.
Also.. It's is a kinda ♥♥♥♥ed up story (which only makes it even more interesting!).. I was hesitant to buy this when I saw the
low amount of reviews but reading those 50 reviews (the majority of which are positive) I thought I may as well try it out. I
mean I can always refund. I then purchased the title and jumped online to discover all of the official servers empty. In total
there were only 6 people playing online. I almost refunded it immediately. I mean for a new release to not have any real online
community was disheartening.

I decided to play anyway with the intent to refund the game. Well 2 hours later I was having a blast. This game is a lot of fun.
Kind of an old school adventure game. For a simple looking game it is actually quite a bit of fun and is certainly challenging so
far. The game runs great and the bugs that I have discovered are very minimal and in no way game breaking so far. In fact this is
one of the better EA releases I have played; and I fall for a lot of EA titles. This one shows a lot of promise. It's a relaxing game
to play with plenty of tense oh %$#@ moments to mix it up. It is not D&D but it reminds me of D&D adventures...

There is a lot of work ahead for the devs but so far so good. Even with the lack of player pop I will play this anyway. I love a
good survival\/adventure\/fantasy type game.. Melancholy republic... it's the state the game leaves you in afterwards.

I found it very well written and distinctly different from other visual novels. Every character was endearing in their own way
and just worked well together.

The game has no options menu (April 2018, maybe the dev will add it later) but you can change some keybinds using F1. Press
F5 to toggle fullscreen. Don't press F12 (screenshot) as it exits gameplay. Press esc to save when you're not in dialog.

. JSantos approves.. I liked this game quite a lot! The investigation is thrilling, and the main character is hilarious (especially the
faces he makes, hahaha!).

The only complaint, of course, is the fact that it's too short, but since the follow up is in the making and we've already got a
release date, I'm really looking forward to it! I need to know what happens next!. Fun concept, quirkly little storyline, but
essentially zero replayability besides a handful of achievements. I was expecting something akin to Katamari in reverse, but it
was more or less an enforced storyline - not so much a sandbox environment I was hoping for.. This is an incredibly fun game
with plenty of fun and funny characters, an engaging story and characters you'll really grow to care for...or hate. The reading
during the "Duma" sequences can grow a bit tedious, but truly, the characters are the saving grace of Serafina's Crown. Your PC
is fairly malleable and it's easy to track your reputation points to target specific romances, or strategically bring down the ones
you don't like! The romances did move a bit fast for me, there's a steep swing up during the second act that sneaks up on you
even if you aren't concentrated on specific romances during the much longer first act.

The art style isn't the best- some of the character designs are particularly nice- Roza's absolutely gorgeous, Picard has a great
visual concept and Reuben looks smart and polished- but it's a jarring back and forth between looking like 2007 fanart and a
nice stylized illustration style- Kendal is a yucky mess and Serafina looks like she's someone's Homestuck OC. But you do have
cute outfit color swatch options and your hair changes color based on your House reputation, so you know, you win some, you
lose some...

Overall, definitely reccommended. This game will definitely leave you with a smile on your face!
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Would be so much better if I could stay locked on my target. Every time I swing Asata's sword he turns away from the
appoinent and Im fighting a tree while Im being hit from behind! I love the manga and anime so i hope someone fixes the
game.. I thought this game would 1-up games like Audiosheild and deliver a more dynamic experiance. The game looked like it
would be the Guitar Hero of VR, but ended up being lackluster in execution.

This game is not capable of incorporating any songs from your computer, itunes, or Youtube. You may only play the game's
royalty-free songs which, in my opinion, get boring fast. I can't expect every developer to be able to do this, but even if the
limited playlist doesn't bother you, there is a much more prominent, fundemental flaw in the game that completely kills the
immersion.

Most instrument-simulation games will penalize you for missing or wrong notes by muffling or distorting the respective note in
the song, and this could be easily done by cutting out the sound and playing a sound effect. This way, the player feels as though
every note is important to the preformance, embarassed by their mistakes and more satisfied by a perfect preformance. This
game does not have this feature and makes note accuracy feel pointless, it's the same song weather you hit every note perfectly
or miss them all.

Audiosheild may not be very dynamic, and its mechanics may not look immersive on paper, but it is a much better rythm game
than SHOW MUST GO ON.. Fire and wind come from the sky, from the gods of the sky, but Crom is your god. Crom, and he
lives in the Earth. Once giants lived in the Earth, Conan, and in the darkness of chaos they fooled Crom, and they took from
him the enigma of steel. Crom was angered, and the Earth shook, and fire and wind struck down these giants, and threw their
bodies into the waters. But in their rage, the gods forgot the secret of steel, and left it on the battlefield. We, who found it, are
just men: not gods, not giants, just men. And the secret of steel has always carried with it a mystery. You must learn its riddle,
Conan, you must learn its discipline.

For no one, no one in this world can you trust. Not men, not women, not beasts... This you can trust. *Points to The Sword*

Really Awesome DLC The figures are so stinking cute! and they're more placeables! Fit onto most shelves and tables.

There's 3 variations of each figures for color, Helmets, Thrones and the large statues! Really Worth the money!. Came here to
review this as soon as I've seen the buildings in game. They are amazing, you will not regret. KingLeno is one of the best asset
creators for this game and he really made a masterpiece here. This pack is so good (even better if you are building an American
City), that its up there with the most essential DLC.

Couldn't recommend enough.
Super cheap, super good looking.
Just buy it already :P. The game is good, get the DLC when they are dirt cheap!. Come on, for $2? Just buy it! Worked
perfectly, just had to play with the program for a little to understand everything. Bought this to play racing games extend across
3 monitors. It took away the window border and windows task bar.. Finally a tower defense game that is challenging. Worth the
2$. Props to the Devs!. This game is very, very enjoyable, one bug i found was powerups not recharging for 1 match. I
purchased this game, played for a good 30 minutes with my friend. and really enjoyed it. The menu was a small bit confusing.
yet simple, I feel it has great taste. The tron feel. only first person which adds a cherry on top. now at first i didnt like first
person. because all trons ive played were third. i now prefer it to be honest.
Over all. i highly suggest buying this. ONLY! if u have a friend to play it with. like i did

7\/10 good buy add more maps and vehicles. and it will be a 10\/10 (i had small lag at start of match). If you're into the
Blitzkrieg or Sudden Strike series you might take a look at this one. Desert Law is pretty much Blitzkrieg set in a post-
apocalyptic world with all those crazy vehicles minus the strategic factor of the previous Blitzkrieg games.

In every one of these 29 missions you basically control a bunch of armored dune buggies, Hot Rods or armed trucks
and let them charge into hordes of wasteland punks. A handful of the stages are stealth missions, where you guide a
story character through deserted ruins. All in all quite a good mission and level design if you ask me, especially the
desert maps with all the details look pretty nice. Gameplay on the other hand is always relatively straight-forward and
not too demanding.

Instead of Blitzkrieg-typical briefings, the missions are interrupted by cheesy comic cutscenes that illustrate the quite
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shallow story. But still the story lacks sympathetic characters or interesting twists, so don't expect too much. What also
differs Desert Law from the other Enigma engine games is the use of hero units. If only one guy from your bunch of
"heroes" dies during combat, it immediately leads to failure. This can be quite frustrating, as your heroes bite the dust
pretty often in hectic firefights.

The Good:
+ Detailed maps
+ Atmospheric soundtrack
+ Cool vehicles and units
+ Pretty good mission design
+ About 10 to 13 hours of gameplay
+ Upgradable hero skills
+ Comic cutscenes

The Bad:
- No support for resolutions higher than 1280x1024!
- Heroes die too fast and lead to failure of mission
- Not really interesting story or characters
- No multiplayer

The Ugly:
-- Nothing really...

To put it in a nutshell, I especially recommend this game to fans of the Blitzkrieg\/Sudden Strike family. If in addition
you like the post-apocalyptic setting too and if you forgive Desert Law's minor problems, you'll have a pretty good time
with this game.

7\/10
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